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Warehousing
Universal understands all of your product storage and material handling requirements. With our superior capability, broad
network, and integrated system capability, Universal can meet all of your warehousing and material handling needs. We
specialize in the custom design and implementation of strategic solutions to fit your supply chain, and Universal manages and
operates some of North America’s largest and highest velocity material handling facilities.
We will handle your entire order fulfillment process, from warehousing and receiving orders, to providing the picking and
packing of the material for shipment, to delivery. We employ the latest technology-enabled processes, coupled with the highest
standards in quality, service levels, and statistical process controls to provide you with a dependable, controllable infrastructure
to improve your service levels and reduce your costs. We also offer cross-docking and value-added services to supplement
your order fulfillment needs.
We produce extremely accurate inventories and maximize pick efficiency and velocity with our very high-quality processes,
tools, and systems. Our AccuLinc® system scans every action on every part and captures all part movement history throughout
the entire cycle. As well as providing a totally accurate inventory and precise location control, comprehensive electronic
scanning at every station enables the serial tracking of parts, sequencing, kitting, repacking, and labeling all in a technologyenabled and error-proof structure. AccuLinc® can be integrated with your, and your suppliers’, information systems and
networks.
We can quickly adapt and respond to your specific requirements and efficiently perform all fulfillment functions. We provide
total visibility to all parts at all times -- and all processed to 99.99% inventory accuracy level!
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Inventory Receiving & Container Returns
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Inbound shipments are received and directed
to their appropriate destination
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Material is moved to, and put away in, the
Forward Pick Area if it is destined for shortterm storage
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Individual shipments can be cross-docked -- moved
directly from the inbound dock to the outbound
dock, avoiding the need to put them away in the
warehouse and subsequently pick them
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Parts to be combined into finished-goods or
sub-assemblies can be moved directly into the
Value-Added Services Work Center (VAS)

Material is moved to, and put away in, Reserve
Stroage if it is destined for longer-term storage. As
necessary, material can be picked and moved from
Reserve Storage to the Forward Pick Area, or from
the Forward Pick Area to VAS
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Whether shipments arrive directly from the
receiving dock, from a VAS process, or from
storage, loads are staged and assembled on
the shipping dock for transport to the ultimate
consignee
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